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TOUT EST PARDONNÉ

JE SUIS CHARLIE
A BRIEF HISTORY OF MY LOUSY MOOD

1968 BEFORE
PLEASE DON'T LET THE RIGHT-WING SKEEZEBAALL WIN.

AFTER

1972 BEFORE
PLEASE DON'T LET THE RIGHT-WING SKEEZEBAALL WIN.

AFTER

1976 BEFORE
PLEASE DON'T LET THE RIGHT-WING SKEEZEBAALL WIN.

AFTER

1980 BEFORE
PLEASE DON'T LET THE RIGHT-WING SKEEZEBAALL WIN.

AFTER

1984 BEFORE
PLEASE DON'T LET THE RIGHT-WING SKEEZEBAALL WIN.

AFTER

1988 BEFORE
PLEASE DON'T LET THE RIGHT-WING SKEEZEBAALL WIN.

AFTER

1992 BEFORE
PLEASE DON'T LET THE RIGHT-WING SKEEZEBAALL WIN.

AFTER

CHOOSE ONE.

YAY.
"I do"

"It's toasted"
Take the walking out of talking...
Little Things Are Big Things

"You could scrub all the floors you wanted to in my house."

"I didn’t come here to make fun of you, Gillie," he said earnestly. "You know me better than that."

Gillie dipped the brush in and out of the pail as though her life depended upon putting her whole soul into the one movement.

"Look at me," David commanded. Gillie lifted her brown lashes.

"Now..." said David, then held his breath, be-
Beauty is as beauty Is

HOW TO BE A GIRL BY SUSAN BENNETT HOLMES

WHEN you sit in the living room, chin between your fan, listening to records, what do you think about? Yourself. But what do you envision for yourself? Practically the only person whose mind doesn't get around to an image of herself as divine-looking is the girl who already is. Brunettes wish they had pale-yellow hair and hazel eyes. The possessors of these attributes would give anything to have black hair and sea-gray eyes. You listen to the music, and you see a life filled with beauty.

The purpose of your own loveliness is to ennoble the heart of one Ken, Joe, or Larry. From there, it's a big moving job—but a small mental leap—to a stately brick house filled with flowers exquisitely arranged by you in Georgian silver holders. Or perhaps you are yourself in a dashing modern apartment in New York. It is filled with lots of ebony sculpture from Africa; on the walls, are two very fine Impressionists. Whether you are presiding over the mansion under the old trees or leaning against the blond piano in the apartment, the dream is shot through with the golden thread of beauty.

Do you remember the story of the girl who dreamed that she had a date with a tall, devastating ensign of the United States Navy? He was dressed in white, and wearing a sword? [Continued on page 68]
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JE SUIS CHARLIE
Muhammeds ansigt
A Mad Pieck Behind The Scenes At A Terrorist Training Camp
NO WAY OUT OF THE GRAVEYARD!

SHOCK TREATMENT
He's back in New York bringing justice to the streets...
NEW YORK, Nov. 7th, 1871

THE TAMMANY RING SMASHED.

THAT'S WHAT THE PEOPLE DID ABOUT IT.

TWEED

RE-ELECTED BY 10,000 MAJOR

HE WANTED 30,000 MAJORITY.

BEATEN BY GRASS.

FLUE TIME BROWN.

HORRIBLE VETO NEUTRALIZED.

ARMS WANTED FOR OUR

ARMY

MEASUREMENT.

Army Medical Examiner: "At last a perfect soldier!"
WHAT HAVE YOU DONE TODAY
TO HELP SAVE YOUR COUNTRY FROM THEM?
FUTURE PROJECTS

REPORTAGE JOURNALISM
A COLLABORATION WITH "THE CITY"
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FUTURE PROJECTS
LEARNING THROUGH DRAWING
A COLLABORATION WITH THE FIT SCIENCE AND MATH DEPARTMENT
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